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LARCH 17, 1964
selected As A Beat MI Mound Kentucky Community Newspaper

The Afternoon
Daily Newspaper
For Murray and
Calloway County
United Press International

In Our Mph Year

.1,182 Locally
On Payroll Of A
1 Governing Body
if
Bethel Closes
Special to the Ledger & Times)
New York. March 17 - What does
it take, in terms of personnel, to
, handle Cuiloway County's administrative business?
How (iOeS the number of focal
people on public administration
payrolLs of the Federal. state and
lical governments compare with the
'timber In other communities?
Arcordinv to the latest figures on
the tA pen of jobs held by people in
eaii area of the country. the propoi tion of Calloway County residents who wort for such bodies is
lower titan average.
The employment study is contained in the Canuneroe Department's
new report. called "Occupational
Characteristics," and in other data
from the Cereals Bureau
•I atter under the heading "pubtic
administration" are only thuse activities that are uniquely governmental function,i. such as legialait(ContInsed on Page 3)
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AroundMURRAY
March is a good month, but you are
the weanot rawer; sure lust at
ther MS be.
That Is one lemon why the flowers
eat bloom in March are 90 hardy
nrobablY.

Doors After
110 Years
HOPKINSVILLE Ky. CPS - The
110-year history of tiny Bethel
College will end Jay 31 when the
seh0(11 ("NAPA KS doors the to financial difficulties.
'The Baptist colleges board of
unanknoudy on
trustees voted
Theaday night to recommend to
the Kentucky Baptist Convention
that Bethel close on that date. the
end of Its fiscal year
The action was the recommendsnon of the trustees executive cornnattee The trees also rectal-ended to the convention's execunve board that Bethel nrustees be
thscsighout the period of
tieiviaatien of the whoons muds.
The lunior college faces an $96.000
cisticit when It closes its doors in
illy
Paciatv and staff members will
remain until the closing but have
been notified to begin seeking new
Jobs. Bethel President P Harris
Anderson is &existing In placement
at the 30-member faculty and staff
Rev H Curtis Erwin. GreenAIM paator and chairman of the
Illeard. staid he fen the ethane was
a dindoefinasent in grewyoue, "ciepedal* to Dr Anderaon " Anderson took over the college in November. 1962 after corning from
(Continued as Pap 3)

The

Jo" Winter Will
^'--is'Pecital At
F
,
teirdny
The First Methodist Church of
Poulton will present John C Winter
of Murray in an orran recital Saturday evening. March 21st at 1300
p, m The program is being presented in cooperation of the American Guild of Organists.
, Mr. Winter, who has been organist at Fulton's Methodist Church
for the past five years. has been
on the faculty at Murray State
College for' sixteen years, where he
tea-lies piano and organ. He has a
BM degree from Louisiana State
University where he was a scholarMap student. He studied piano with
Carleton Liddle, and organ with
Frank Collins. Jr He holds an MM
degree from the University of Michigan where he studied piano with
Pinewood Derby Winners at Benton last Saturdly are picthe late Joseph Brinkman, and attended master classes presented by
tured above. Bill Roach Of Benton, at the left center, was
the concert pianist. Webster Aitken.
winner of the event and Ralph Story of Murray, at the
In addition to his degree-atudy
right center, was the runner-up Mrs. Roach and Mrs.
Mr Winter has attended Trinity
Story are standing behind their sons. At the extreme left
College of Music in London, Engis Explorer Post Advisor Cleo Sykes of Murray, and at eie land, and the halliard School of
right Is Scout Executive Forrest Martin of Murray. The two
Music in New' York City. He has
boys will enter the competition at the Scout-O-Rama in
also studied organ with Manly Mason the esteemed conectr-organist
April.
and recording artist. at. University
a.
of Michigan,
Mr Winter is the First VicePresident of the Kentucky Music
Teachers Association. and Dean as
well as a founderi of the West Kentucky' Chapter of the American
Guild of Organists. The program
will include:
"Noel -Suisse. Grand Jeu. et Duio"
LOUDSVILLE ire - Kentucky Oared flood-stricken areas Si Kenflood vioUrns had a first install- tucky and Indiana to be disaster by Daquin, "Stints in F-mmor."
"Mcment of federal aid in hand today. areas, making thousands of Mod Opus 127 by Rheinberger.
lean( arid Fugue in D- minor". and
with the promise of more to come, , *Mims eligible for inunediate
Heart is
U the Ohio Valley's third worst ' interest loans for restoration at'The Choral Prelude "My
Bach:
flood of the century continued to homes and businesses, and extend- Palled with Longing" by
ing help to the states in the repair I "Carillon" by Leo Soiverby: and
recede.
Larwlais
Jean
by
inseistiai public facilities such is "Song of Joy"
President Johnson Tuesday deThe public is most cordially inbridges, roads and water plants
The order was accompanied by vited to attend this program.
authorination for a federal trent of •
$250.000 to each state to begin the
work, and since this erant was described as -initial." it w-as tuisumed
lee
much more would be forthcoming.
iConihmed ea Page 31
0 • Tharsd
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sr Don Overbey
Named Head
Of Jaycees

geeing Ike most of the Maids
Onnorning floWera are either yolked
or blue.

Tv Hear
Taxes

rale Ori

-/ will
The 1(1.-ants flab of Marra,
It. reviler weekly meeting
Tharalay nicht at the South Side
Reataarant &i tit thirty
Charles Coleman program chairmen for the reaffirm has arranged
a very Informative program on the
atiteet of taxes Calloway county
and the state tax altuatinn will be
diertiesed by a well informed !peaker.
New members to the Nig) will be
oduord by Josiah Darnriall.

wither
UMW Prom Ineeelielleael

Don Overbey wax elated president of the Murray Junior Chamber
of Commerce at its regular dinner
montliiit held last night at the
Southeide Restaurant
Other officers elected were Peed
Wells. Internal vice-president. Bob
Overbey. external vice-president;
Gerdric Paschall. treasurer. Paul
Mansfield, incretary.
Silbrigten. Will Ed Holley, A W Caws.
Joe Dortch. and Ronald Talent. directors
The new officers will take office
April 1 and an Installation banquet
is planned for April 7. according to
Hugh Eddie Wiltion. retiring president.
Out of tram speakers at the meeting were Doug Southern of Bowling
Green. campaigning for national director: David Lona of Paducah,
canipaligning for *rum as Met
district vice-proadent. and Jack
Cramp of Owensboro. campaigning
for Kentucky JOC president,

Western Kentucky - Pair and
colder tcalay. highs 44 to 41). Increasing cloudiness' and not so coed
Climarta. lows 30 to . 35. Thursday
mostly cloudy with chance at showThe insveside services for Mrs.
ers by afternoon or evening and a
Earl nwen Workman. age 66. were
little warmer.
heed at 2 p mat the Murray CemeKentucky Lake- 7 a m.. 3639, tery with Dr H. C. Chiles officiatbelow darn 153 2. up ing.
clown n 1
Mrs Workman of Riverside. Cali24 36 gates open
fornia. died last Friday morning( at
Barkley faun 3404. up 24.
the Riverside Hospital Funeral services were held there Monday mornSunrise 6 04: sunset 6 06.
ing and her body was returned to
Mures, yesterday.
FTVE DAY FOREPART
Pallbearers were Ralph Workman
of Para. Tens, 1Rannond WorkBy 'United Press Internatioml
man. John Workman, A A Doherty,
LOUISVILLE - The five - day
Charles Sexton. and Max Wodmian.
neither outlook. for Thuniday throBurial was In the Murray Cememe Monday: by the U. S. Weather
tery with the arrangements by the
Bureau:
Funeral Home.
Temperatures will average 2 to J. H. Churchill
6 &wrens below normal. Normal
highs 53 to 60. lows 34 to 41. WarmRUMMAGE SALE
er Thursday and Friday and little
Kentucky
Acoliler over weekend
A rummage sale will be held at
vmean for this period Si 49 degrees.
ap- the American Legion Hall on Maple
Precipitation will average
proximately one Inds in showers Ftreet Saturday. March 21. from 6
late Thursday or Friday and again am to 3 p. m monnored by the
Murray l'oadmistresis Club
the first of next week

Services Held For
Mrs. Earl Workman

Flood

Relief Begins In The
State As Disaster Declared

The hesestee or near freering wadtiwr at MAN after temperatures
near 79 during( the dav i.an*
seems to affect the Jangling. the
crone. the January Saannine
the foreMbia. Anyfibing dee wade
droop and die.

Stroke ef the entertainment Offered
by Murray State Connie yeagngay
(Caililatind ea Page 3)
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Murray Population 10,100

Scout-O-Rama
Will Be Held
On April 25
The annual Scout-O-Rama. staged
by Boy and Girl Scouts of the area
will be held this year on Saturday.
April 25. and Sunday. April 26.
The event, which presents members of the Bear Creed Girl Scout
Council and the Four Rivers Boy
Scout Council in a parade Saturday morning. April 25. in Paducah.
and in a show at Big Burley Mart,
Highway 60 west, for the remainder
of the weekend
Stout units will set up booths for
the displaying of a wide varlets' of
activities and skills, Also scheduled
are arena shows for the presentation of Indian and folk dances,
among other entertainment
Girl Smut Troop Ile. led by Mrs.
Harry U Whayne and Mrs. E. J.
Steytier are planning to do a group
of folk dances representing different countries of the world. Members
of the group are - Kaye Besunan,
Beth Blankenship. Paula Brandon,
Kathy Converse. Donna Heti, Beverly Herndon. Rider Hodges. Nancy
Holland. Mary Hopson. Ada Sue
Sutson, Barbie Keel. Brenda Ladd.
Ann Hart. Carolyn Reaves, Kathy
Rowlett, Margaret Steytler, Jennefer Trotter, Lynn Whayne, and Susan Nance.
Tickets are available from any
semi&

Soviets Ignore
US Warning To
Return Airmen
BERLIN '1,71..n- The Soviet Union, officer back to the west or to let
today ignored an American warning him treat the flier's broken arra
to return three captive US. fliers
(Continued on Page 3)
and then refused to allow an Americen doctor to treat one of the airmen.
A US. Air Force surgeon visited
the wounded flier for 90-minutes
this afternoon after the United
States warned t he Soviets, that
failure to return the three airmen
promptly could "jeopardize" Washington-Kremhn relations.
The surgeon said the Russians
refused to allow him to take the
The annual 4-H and FFA Hog
Show and Sale will be held Saturday. March 21. at the Murray Livestock Company The show will be
held at 1 p m. and the sale will
be held at 7 p. m This show Is
open to all 4-H and PPA members
in Cailoway County who have carried hags as a project

4-H,FFA H°a
Show And Sale
Saturday

Structures
Did Fine Job
Says Tucker

Each member may !thaw 4 animal; All animals will be shown as
single entries These anint.11a will be
judged and sold as Market Hogs.
There will be 3 classes - The lwhtweight class with a weight of 160lbos to 200. Middle weight 206 to
220 lbs. and Heavy weight 225 lbs
to 250 lbe Those animals that weigh
than 180 146 or more than 250
tbs will not be shown.

All eight water retarding structures on the East and West Fork of
the Clerics River Watersheds functioned satisfactorily and according
to plan. Brown C Tucker and L D.
Miler of the two watershed organisations reported today
There was some washing along
I the bower reaches of the spillways
A champion will be se/acted from
and disc.harge pipes. they said, but each weight group The A edght
emergency repairs have been ef- champion will compete for grand
fected and a survey is being made. champion
"Olf course no reasonable system
All hogs should be at the yardi
A real estate transaction was corn- on earth could be built to withstand
'need this peat week in which the the extrevaly heavy rainfall we suf- by 10 a. m Saturcbav March 21. 11
order to have sufficient time to gel
Leaman Church pure6emecl from .fered, the fizelaytei•-dais
March"
*
the firearm estate the property on ...Tucker said He reported rainfall tern reedy gorlhe allow.
Matn
the corner cif 16th az
In the county as appruchnately that
In Murray
which was reported in Marshall
ohn Boardman. Cape Girardeau, County. about 17 inches In the city
Missouri. an 'architectural adviaor Of Murray 9 6 Inches was reported,
for the Lutheran Church will be
The Lynn Grove-Closhen Men's
It's a mighty big lob but through
tronthnied on Page 3i
Matt
regular
Order
the use of the
Oltdo met Monday. March 16. at 7
Sersaux John Sherman Cooper in Murray very shortly, to look over
-specialiald
of
dozens
and
reCatalog
— —
p. so, at the Lynn Grove Metho- has released • newsletter to all Co- the property and then draw up
Roebuck
Caenand
now
Sears.
books.
dist Church with 0 P Hughes pro- unty Judges. listing the type of as- modeling plans for the house
Holmes Elks. manager of t h e
Sales
Otnee.
Catalog
pany's newest
gress chairman, calling the meeting Astaire which is available to count- standing on the site
Western Dark-Fired Tobacco Growat Southolde Manor Shopping Cent- 110 Order and giving the devotion.
Plans will call for a new heating
ers Association. said today that any
ies which are declared as drawler
South.
641
Highway
of
S
U
er on
plant air conditioning. rewiring
Lie Redden is rig a MAO actecon- areas
dark-fired tobacco sold after Friday
will be able to °resent more than panted by Mrs Redden at the orA nurses aide training class will will be sold outside the government
President Johnson declared Cal- the house. new plumbing fixtures
the
to
items
will
merchiinclase
services
140.000
begin early in April according to price support program
gan,
loway County a disaster area yes- A ample for worship
pubin
Bro. John Archer pastor, was the terday and It therefore is qualified also be included, together with Sun- Mrs Elaine Harvey, Instructor of
The dark-fired season. during
Doors wall be officially opened Weaker for the evening and brought to receive all the benefits open to day School roams and a fellowship the clam
Thursday morning. March 19 at an informative and Mewing men- a disaster area,
Persons interested in the claw %hail auctions are held here and at
hall for Murray College students
should contact Mrs Harvey at the Mayfield, was scheduled to rinse
It a. m.
Following are the benefits which use
lir Jerald Mk the Store's ManSunday morning worship services. Murray-Calloway County Convales- last Friday. but three sales have
Newly elected President Carl
(Continued on Page 3)
been held this week.
ager, points out that the tremend- Lockhart pranded over the businna
Sunday School and Bible clams cent Divtaion of the hoeipital
-The eastern dirt-fired aides seaThe dam will be for • period
ous selectivity offered by ,he Sears Meeting. Plane were made for the
are presently being conducted in
son closes at Hopicinsville March 27.
catalog and the many avansiblo Pendly Night dinner to be held Presbyterian
the Robertson Elementary School on Of two months
choices throuirh the Sears °stab April 13 at the Triangle Inn
Williams IR.
Store will help in keeping trade at
Rev Victor Union Pastor of
Refreshments of pie and drinks
home for the other stores in blur- were served by the refreshment
flity Lutheran Church In Alpha.
ref.
asmenittee.
A group of local Presbyterian Minnesota has declined the call to
Orders placed front a catalog at
women were guests at a luncheon become full time resident castor
(Conner:red on Page 31
meeting In Westminster Presbyter- here in Murray The Mission Board
an Church. Paducah. Tuesday noon, of,the Lutheran Church met Monwhen the guest speaker a as Mrs day in St Louis and at that time
Donald Zimmerman. of Chicago, another call was extended.
Res' Fred Voletznann, missionary
who ,,for the past three veers has
Funeral services for Archie Walk- been national president of the Pres- at large for the Lutheran Church
er are being held today at 2 p m byterian Women's Organization in this area said that an announce-In this day of turmoil arid unrest at the Union Ridge Baptist Church Mrs Zimmerman challenged her ment concerning the new call would
we need to come apart to be alone in Marshal; County
audience with the stated purpose be forthcoming by the end of this
with God.- Mrs J L Leggett. Parts
Walker. age 60. of Alton. Ill. died of their orwaritration and recounted week.
District Secretary of Spiritaial Life. there Saturday evening He was the incidents experienced during her
said today in urging members Si brother of Mrs, Tian Dowdy Mts. attendance at the meeting of the
the Woman's Society of
Ed Kirks. and Mrs Riley Peeler, World Council of Churches in New
Service to attend the Dar -Man
of Murray,
Delhi. India, and on a world wide
arnica Friday at Puryear Methodist
Burial is being held in the Union tour during her term of office
Church
Ridge cemetery with the Linn FuLoral women in attendance were
"Our greatest need today is Ood." neral Home of Benton in charge of Mrs Paul Lynn. president of the
she did. "Surety Christian women the arrangements.
Women's Assionation of College
can give one morning a year to this
The Harlem Magicians will play
Presbyterian Church. Miss Retina
IN THE SWIM - Two Kentucky youngsters, with their
day"
Zeffie litrondri. Mrs A. the Murray atate All Stars here in
Mrs
Menton
instructor, enjoy a swim in the heated pool, one of the
The service will begin at fi 10 a la,
Murray
M Harville, Mrs (Hell Peterson, Murray on March 34 at the
many recreational Ocilitles at Camp Kysoc, near Carrolland conelude at nein No lunch!
Mrs Herbert Brooks. Mrs Re x State Sports Arena.
ton. The camp, the state's only reslaent camp for physiwill be served The nursery will be ,
The game is calks! for 7'30 p m.
Hawkins. Mrs Leroy Cunningham.
cally handicapped young.iters, is owned and operated by
open Mrs Phillip Williams of
Coming to Murray with the MaFRANISPORT. Kr ITN - Ken- Mrs L. A Moore, Mrs. Henry McBrownsville will be the leader
the Kentucky Society for Crippled Children, the Easter
is rated No 1 in the Zenzie. Mrs Joseph Months and gicians will be Marques Haynes.
Lake
tucky
A similar service. the Night Apart, early week fishing roundup by the Mrs Charles Crawford
"World's Greatest Dribbler", Josh
Seal Society.
Methodist
First
at
held
Wood's
be
will
Glider and Bob -Trick"
state Department of Mah and WildSpring and slimmer plans for tended canip Sessions at this Easter
Church, Paris. at '7 30 pm Friday life Resources, but elsewhere, with
Pitted against the Magicians will
servWealeyan
the
of
members
for
be Jim Jennings, Scott Schloaser. many crippled children in Kentucky Seal facility,
few exceptions. fitthing is off due
ice Guild and others unable to at- to excretive rainfall
Programs planned for this year,
Al Varnas, Torn Goebel and Jim are focurang on sessions at Camp
tend the clay-time meetuw
Walker Murray "substitutes" will Kytioc, the date's only resident include three two-week semlorta for
Kenturkv lake. Below the dam
are
service
either
the
especially
for
built
camp
phyattending
Critten"Those
and
orthopedically
handicapped
be Garrett Beshear. Howie
Some white bass are being taken by
blind children, one three week .sesasked to bring their Bibles:
Bro Harvey F.Ider and Bro James den. Benny Purcell. Quitman SW- sically handicapped
casting do-jigs, catflehing Is fair to
is
Itysoc
former
and
skin
Camp.
owned
operatfor
all
children with hearing Imitcoodn with worms:. The water Ls 'Shockley will officiate at the fu- IM? and _Larry Benson,
ed by the Kentucky Society for pairments: week-end tamping and
neral for Mrs E B McNeely being Murray greats.
murky and 50 degrees
Pans will be assured of a ntght Crippled Chtldren. the Fatter Seal family camping for families with
Kentucky lake. Lake Praper--Fa- heir, today at 2 p m. at the Anof fun and entertainment. as well Society, It is located near Carroll- handicapped children. A total of 48
cellent jawing is reported along tioch Church of Christ
youngsters can be accommodated
Mrs McNeely. age 76, died at s wane of the best basketball to ton.
stump banks with night-crawlers
Activities at the, camp include during each'session,
Crappie fishing LS fair with min- the Murray Hospital Monday morn- cone to this part of the state in
caniperafte, 000k-outs. taking, fish-Camp RiNoe provides for some
nows. The water is murky and 51 ing Survivors include her huebend, some time
All the Murrayan.a will be assored ing and bardge rides on the 20- their only opportunity for recreatow son.s. two stepsons, five step"Caribbean Cruise" was the theme degrees.
daughters, two sisters, one brother, of getting In the game and Murray acre lake, and swimpurvg in the tion and ramping; for others, it
of the tenth annual style show sponand Calloway County fans will again heated pool, which was completed provides a stepping stone to normal
and four grandchildren
FIREMEN CALLED
sored by the Music Department of
programs with the non-handicappPallbearers are Cliff Alderdire. be pleased to see the great ability last year.
----the Murray Woman's Club held
The 120-acre camp provides camp- ed." said Dr Kelly Thompson, state
Firemen were called at 2:00 p m Fred Wilford, Walter K Jones. Cody of such stars as Howie Crittenden.
lad night at the club house Mrs.
Sullina. and Hen- ing opportunities for children in chairman of the 1964 reciter Seal
Russell Johnson is chairman of the to sorne burning crossness near the Morris. Sterling McNeely, and Bobby Purcell, Beethear,
mon, as well as the 1964 OVC cham- wheelchairs and braces, on crutch- Campoinn
railroad tracks. Dense black smoke Wilford.
department.
es or without sight
-For all, it is an experience which
Burial will be In the church ceme- pions of Murray State
Preceding the style show a pro- boiled out of the area, but it was
Last year. more than 300 young- is too often dented a physically
Tickets will go on sale immedgram of folk music was presented quickly brought under control with tery with the J H Churchill Funeriately for the all star performance. sters from all areas of the state at- handicapped child,"
al Horne in charge.
the booster lines.
(Continued on Page 3)

Sears Catalog
off• Opens

Benefits Of
9rogram Are
ay Men's Club Meets itemized
At Lynn Grove Church

Property Is
Purchased By
Lutherans

a

Nurses Aide Class
Will Begin Soon

Women
Nt Paducah Meeting

Day Apart Service
Planned On Friday

Archie Walker Rites
Will Be Held Today

comisaws

Harlem_Magicians
Meet All Stars
Liere Next Week

Kentucky Lake Is
Tops For Fishing

Two Will Officiate
At Funeral Today

Caribbean Cruise
Is Theme Of Music
Department Show

F

here

Tobacco Solid After
Friday Will Not
Be Under Support

C
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Rep. Joseph E. Earth,
D-Nlinn., feels 1969 Is
overly optimistic by as
mut* as two years.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES* By Carrier in Murray, per week 20f, per
month 85c. In Calloway and adjoirung counuee, per year, $4 50; elsewhere, $8.00.

-•
"There's more danger of not
making it because of money
pr,•blefill than because of
technical problems," s a y•
Rep. Olin T. Teague. D-Tev.,
Manned Space Flis,ht Subcommittee chairman.

-The Outstanding Chris Mast et a Community ts ths
Inisgrily id its Hawsgogisr"
MARCH 18. 1964

Quotes From The News
.1gy United Press Internatioual
NEW YORK - President Johnson speaking of the need
for equal opportunity for all Americans at a St. Patrick's Day
banquet of the Society of the Friendly Sons of St. Patrick:
"We want an America that is eager to redeem its promissory - notes of equal citizenship, ashamed that they are so
low overdue, and determined that never again will they be
discounted or denied in the treasury of American conscience."
DUBLIN - A hospital spokesman on the condition of •
phi/Tv/right Brendan Behan who lapsed into a coma Tuesday
night:
"Now we can just only hope
. . his condition can only
be xiescnbed as grave indeed."
WASHINGTON - Sargeant Shriver on President Johnsoil's war on poverty drive:
• -Every dollar allocated to this program will be spent to
he
the poor. There is no leakage, no huge new bureaucracy."
a
OSHKOSH. Wis. - Alabama Gov. George Wallace. campatgning in Wisconsin's presidential primary:
; "I don't want to hurt your governors chances in this election. I'm not mad at anybody. This is only a campaign of issues, not personalitaes.:*

Rep. James G. Fulton, Pa., rankinc Republican member, says
there is no chance of meeting
the 1969 target date.

Rep. Ken Dishier, D-W.
Va.. third.. 1970 a mild
be "more realistic."

"It's up to Congress to give
NASA the tools with %%bleb
to aork," says Rep. George
P. Miller, D-Calif., Spate
Committee chairman.

Calloway FHA
Holds Annual
Banquet

the mothers for Vicki's Invitation
for the rviests to go with the PHAera
on their treasure hunt for precious
values.
Several special guests were introduced during the program, including Dun Manen. a Calloway County
High student who was selected earlier in the year as the FHA Beau.
Eight los ely Future Homemakers
presented a program centered on
Use theme Pamela Wood, Paula
Wood. Nooa Bazzell. Le-Jeanne Paschill, Tem Walker, Connie Evans,
Gracie Garrison. and Robbie Marine gave short speeches on important values we should develop Some
if these values such as edualtional.
ova. aesthetic. economic, spiritual.
moral. cultural. democratic, social
and health were emphaoaed

The Calloway County High Chapter of the Future Homemakers of
LEDGES It TINES FMK
America held their fourth annual
. mother and diourhter banquet last
Some 150 college students will attend the Kentucky.
! week in the school cafeteria The
Methodist Student Movement state conference which will be
theme of the meet ma was ''PHA'ers
he
on the Murray State College campus over the weekend Seek Precious Values", and the deof March 19-21
'coratoms ancluded a platform sith
The annual drive for the Kentucky Society for Crippled a maypole in the center Each ribChildren will begin today, according to Howard Olila and boss from the maypole represented
a value FailVers seek
Jerry Dent, co-chairmen of the drive
The chapter. bestowed honorary
Vacki
Mrs. James Lassiter and Mrs Hugo Wilson of Murray will
ea; membership on Mrs Nancy Jones
rThein
u.e*
ay take rpae
end
who is
be models in the fashion show sponsored oy the Vanity her
Rearetion Leader, cave a short wet- 'because of the service's she has renShoppe of Mayfield at the Kenlake Hotel
cone to the mothers and liecial dered to FHA and the home economics program being an FHA memMrs. Charles Rob Ray left Saturday for Fort Lee, Virginia,guests Mrs. Jean Murdock otapondber officer and adviser in the past
to be with her husband who is stationed there
ed with a word of thanks from all
and a home economics teacher and
-

SEWS FOLKS 1NVITF YOU TO THEIR

BIG OPENING SALE
THURSDAY MARCH 12
NEIGHBOR'
•

I'm Jerald Hail. the manager of oar nee %tore Mere in
Marra%

Vie all unite you to come in. We bring you

g reaLez tarreage. isaviags sad se/ernes thee ever betere.

Mans.,,

NO ACCIDENT Was that big
Henry Cabot Lodge win in
New Hampshire This is Robert Mullen. Draft Lodge Corn' mates manager, In New
York. He directed the Lolls'
drae in New Hampshire.

WALTER DUKE
on Hazel
Nits

Ji milIf OUR t.LI.
‘sast•nl Msnag,r

Of

mats, t•5114. Asia
',MI Isepstavieni

M

i a %St ES4 NILKLitstis

,

Has

Phone 753-5067

Salsa

MI SALE

•

MRS. s %KW 4.11 4.111

- aggia. MtJi,1,le

Kt %I II.,

Sales

SHOP BY PHONE

- Hata. StIBILLAT LAMB
_Sake

DIAL 753-2310

Sears Catalog Sales Office
111aIDE a/ %NOR all(WPINI, I ENTER

EI:NIU(

MURRAY, Ky.
. Tuesday. March
17, 1964 Murray Livestock Auction.
RECEIPTS. Hogs 86. Cattle and
Oalves 319
Receipts mostly mixed grade butchers. 50c lower compared with last
week. U.S 1, 2 and 3 barrows and
gilts 240 lb. $14.50: US. 2 and 3
SOWS 400 to 560 lb $10.75 to $11 00.
CATTLE: Receipts moistly stock
cows and feeders.
Good 985 lb steers
$2025. Utility and Standard -$15 75
to $18.26, Good 640 to 804) lb. healers
$18.00 to MAO, Good and Choice
400 to 800 lb. celvee $20.50 to MVO.
Utility and Commercial cows
$13.00
to $1525; Canner and Cutter $11.00
to $12.80, OubLer bulks $16.00 to
$17.00.

TONIGHT
MILLION DOLLAR MOVIES

VEAVES: Steady. Choice $27.00 to
$23 75. Standard and Good $19.00 to
425.00.
1/41111" CALVES: About 15 head $6.00
to 124.00 per head.

I a

NWT. 641 SOUTH

. /WORDOMS, bath and tam(
..ell On blacktop. 91sales Ou•
of Murray and
miles Iron
lake Ti'is is a real value sv
18-1511 Terms to responsible par;y•
SO Al 1111.9, sitti modern 5 roou.
hon-. On blacktop near Kio
lake park. Joins TVA proper .
A lucky find for only tll'oe,
$3590 cash
• .
IS 4C161:14. aith 5 room hit
of Murray Total ao
intly- Eaglia.00 ,
•
I 1.1.1 I I•R NDOLLED lake Mao.,
oulotivag. Lou' A: motor
I if iii a wer front Just off black
'op (me of the best and going
kg (al* li11.54101I0 complete.
%('RES on blacktop Nice blonk
borne
3', rooms. good well
Special at 13:150.00i

•

adviser in our school and chapter
the last three years. Other honorary members in our chapter are Mr
Diron Jeffrey, superintendent of
Calloway County' High School. Mr
William B Miller. principal of Calloway County High School and Mr.
Guy Lovins, school guidance counselor.
Following the oorgerring of honorary membership recognition of
Use members who ha%e worked on
Junior and Chapter degrees was
lead by Betty Osbron. second viceeadent

10:30 p.m..
* Paul Newuutp
Ann Blyth
* Alan King

"THE HELEN
MORGAN STORY"
See the 111 SBOW Deily el

4:00 Pa

A GREAT SHOW ALWAYS ON...

WLACCTV
CHANNELU

OPEN HOUSE

PESSIMISTIC ABOUT MOON SHOT -The House Space Committee
is pessimistic about the
1 S. landing a man on the Moon by the 1969
target date, and here is the way some ,,f
the members feel. Only two think such a goal is
feasible. Originally target date was 1967.

Ten Years Ago Today

HI

READ THE LEDGER'S CLASSIFIEDS

FEEDERS: Good and Chou.* 600 to
800 lb. steers $30.00 to $22.26. Medium $16.00 to $18.00; Good and
Choice 300 to 800 lb $22.30 to $36.00.
DLectitazi $18.00 to $20.00; Good 300
to GOO lb. healers $19.00 to $2075.
Medium and Good springer stuck
CON's $140.00 to $170.00. Medium
and
Good stock cows with calves $145.00
to $202.00 per cow.

ie",.•••••11%

18, 1964

Federal Livestock
Market

t-

PUBLISHED by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY. Iwo
Coatauladation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Tones, and The
Turnes-Harald, °caber 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian, January
1, 1942.

WEDNESDAY

WEDNESDAY - MARCH

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY AFTERNOON
1:00 to 5:00 p.m.
BELMONT DRIVE -

MODERNIETRADITIOCATCHOUSE
$139500.

Mrs
Lucinda Darnell. chorus
teacher, and Sharon Veuable presented musical selections fur entertamment during the program
The bane monaanice teachers and
chapter achuara are /Ara. Nam Kerack and Ulm LW/ INIIIML

JUST OFF SO. 16th

PLAINVIEW ACRES

With Family Room

MATERIAL FURNISRED BY

&T.

RED BRICK HOUSE
Nice Ceramic Bath with Twin Lav atones
3 Bedrooms, Den and Kitchen

$12,800.
NATIONAL LUMBER COMPANY

James Billington ,Contractor
PHONE 753-3003
v••••..

DOES YOR
AUTOMOBIII DEALER
TAKE YOU
FOR GRANTED?
THE DODGE DEALERS
CAN'T RISK IT
!!!!
DAA

We're out to break records! Just like the sales increase record we set last
year. And that takes action
end service before and after the sale. But
"then, that's the way we like to do business. The low-pressure way of giving
folks what they go for. .et a price they can hardly resist. And we'll stand
behind each and every deaf with the'loilgest, strongest warranty in the
business. Give us a try before you buy.

T
DODGE aylor Motors,Inc.
VISIT YOUR
LOCAL

DEALER

303 South 4th Street

TODAY...GREAT GOYS TO DO BUSINESS WITH!

Murray, Ky.

/
Ifs

ARCH 18, 1964
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given away at a drawing Monday
afternoon. Registrations will continue on through the four opening days. There will be balloons for
(Continued From Page 1)
(Continued From Page 1)
the kiddies and the "young adults"
-and plenty of money-saving barmay he received. if arnaled fortin.the Sales Office will be available gains for all.
der the disanter program.
Wwithin two days. The orders are
Everyone is invited to stop by,
1 Federal assistance for the reritehed to the Mernehis warehouse
habilitation of public facilies such
and on the way bank often within
as roads streets, bridges. schools.
24 hours, A ehopping specialist will
• ether public building's, sewase and
take orders by phone. A Home Serwate- ayatems damaged by floods,
vice Department specializing in es2 Income tax deductions for dis(Continued From Page 1
ti:testing and selling home improveaster losses, A disaster loss may be
----ments is rearmed in the near future.
claimed as a &election on the 1963
In addition to catalogs, the new Mercer College in Macon, Ga.
The Kentucky Baptist Conven- income tax return even though the
Sales Office will have disolays of
--Beane-name-brand appliances as tion's executive board will meet loss neurred in 1964.
3 Federal assietanee for damage
"inseason" displays Other May 4 to accept the recommendaeiwell
to Private businesses and to Pullwsnenial features are an Automotive tion
Indication of the school's financial viduala In this category Small BusService Center and an Appliance
woes beeame known publicly last -iness Administration loan ,- a' 1 per
Service Shop,
A complete Credit Department is December. when the trustees an- rent interest may be made.
4, Federal assistance to farmers.
also part of the store's catalog nounced they would seek a new
operation. Credit accounts may be western Kentucky location because The Farmer's Home Administration
opened and payments made at the of what they felt was competition may make emergency loans to farmnew &ewe. In addition to Mr Hill. i from a new University of Kentucky era to cover losses on repair or replacement of farm homes. buildinge,
the personnel are Mrs Judith Dow- !community college located here.
Several conununities expressed in- replacement ef livestock and eiteliPell, As estate Manager: Mrs. Gail
Dix, Credit: and Mrs. Frances Wilk- iterest. but nothing materialized, pro- meet, for feed, seed and fertilizer,
4erson Mrs. Marjorie Re-ale. Mrs.! bably because of requirements set .0 repair fences. drainiage and irriShirley Lamb, Mrs. Sarah Panelize forth by Bethel for its desired lo- cation '•ystems. These are 3 per
AU have just finished a -train- [cation. including a substantial sum cent loans also,
ing ceurse in Sears Catalog Store for the college's operations.
A number of other agencies are
Just recently, Georgetown College who available to those .damaged in
in Paris, Tennessee.
college-turned
Baptist
the
recent torndao and floods in
begin
-another
will
'
Opening
Sale
The
Thursday and continue through down a proposal that Bethel be the county.
Monday_ A Portable TV win be made a branch at bled school.

Renefits.• •

Sears...

Bethel ...

Us Lavatories
Kitchen

Or

—

PAGE Ti

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Three Day Reduction Caribbean Cruise ...
Of W?ter Discharge
I(entinued From Page 1)
'tr St—ted At Dam

tucky the ratio is 39 per 1.000.
In addition to the local residents
who are employed by admirals-endlye bodies, there are many seers
(Continued From Page
who are on governmental payrolls
in other caeateties, such as in edu'se and judicial, as well as most of cational and health services.
tly:se in the executive agencies. InThe number of Calloway county
'elided, also, is the postal service peorle holding down these non-adThe reports show that there are munetrative public jobs amounts to
95 men and women locally who arel 987, the reports show. All told, there
rriployed in such work by the Fed- are 1,182 locally who work for some
ral, state and local governments. branch of government.

1182...

eith Mrs Bobby McDougal, soloist,
KNOXIM SF. Tenn. vp - Thf eieeente t et o nembers.
accompanied
TVA
Authority
Te/ine
Valley
' • ett•• ."tin Winter.
a
started
anti-emceed tridey it had
a es eial feature was the singing
threr-day reduction in the amouns of folk Timbers be a
trio composed
of w ter disaharged from Kentucky
^i
Diane West Don Oliver.
on
the
flooding
Nin to help control
ani Mike Jones, with the latter
74 River,
0
'
two aecompanying on the guitar.
Boon
TVA said the Ohio River
Mrs. W. J. Pitman waa the comcrest has moved downstream to the mentator and Mrs. M. 0. Carman
system
on
reservoir
extent that its
wrote the script for the modeling
the Tennessee River can be utilized.
ciathas from Littleton's. Belk
the
to
pass
The crest is exnectad
Settle, Cherry's Northenls, Style
Friday
mouth of the Tennessee
Shop. Camous Casual, Julia Ann.
The reservoir system will help
,r.rfin's Lad Sti Leasie. and Kiddie
Paducah,
Ky..
reduce !trod stages at
'Corner_
along
downstream
Cairo, Ill.. and on
Models were Mesdames James
the lower Mississippi, the agency arbritten, 0. B Boone, Jr.. John
said.
Tiawker, Max Carman. Josiah DarTVA said the rate of flow on the nall, Joe Dick. N. B. Ellis, Ed
Fent-200.000
cubic
feet
Tennessee reached,
en. David (Iowans, Clara Griffin,
per secand at Kentuaky Darn Mon- restate Johnson. Robert
Johnson
day. This is anproximately three reissell
Johnson, Sam
Knieht.
of
rate
flow,
The
times the narmal
tarries Iassiter. C. C. Lowry, Bobby
about
50,000
back
to
flow will be cut
eferaoteral, Phil Mitchel& William
tiieic feet eer second by Thursday. Nall. John Pastas,
James Perkins.
said
TVA
flow,
This cutbaak in
clindel Reaves, Don Robinson, E.
the
lower
crest
on
the
will reduce
Thomason, Joe West. and Charles
Ohio River by 2te to 3 feet, This Wilson.
at
about
will
crest
meow the river
Teen-age models were Lynda All47.5 feet at Paducah and 48 feet at hritien,
Carolyn Callwell, Pan?
Cairo,
rr-trk. Glenda Doran, Patricia Elfloodwaters
will
Holding back the
ea Julie Evans, Cathy Ferrell. Judy
raise the level of ihe 184-mile (low-an',
I laby(-Iowans. Cindy Koeabout
384
Lake
to
end Kentucky
nen. Beverly Lassiter, Phyllis Mitchwas
at
than
it
feet. 10 feet higher
.0. Patty Pasco, Carolyn Reaves!,
the beginning of the week.
(Continued From Page 1
Rcsemary Scott, Diane West, and
one
of
would
be
TVA said this
--Marilyn Wilson.
lakehas
t
he
Gov Edward T. Breathitt last the highest levels
.Mrs. 0 B. Boone, Jr., Mrs Phil
created
re-ehed
it
was
since
week paired the President for ,more
ard Mrs W. D. Caldwell
were the style show co-ordinators.
than 14 million in federal flood reThe program committee wa.s cornlief fund. The Office of Emergency
retied of Mesdames Joe West. Nettle
Plenniee In Weehiresten said more
'Assert. Geerre Stewart, John Winwould be made available.
try. and Mies Lillian Walters,
'The President's order did not spe(Continued From Page 1)
The club house was decorated
ei'v retch courties wired be inwith nOWI TS and palm trees with
ealesied in the diepeter area but a
American
military
leg.
an
n si
the etion haing in the term of a
saaltestnen for the governoa's of- spokesman said.
leek of a ship. Decorations were by
C^ 4.4 it probably would include
spokesmen.
the
U.S.
According to
Vesdames James C. Hart, C. C.
47 emirate&
laiseiens early sed 'they would conLinery Robe,t Miller. and John Eddi
!Hie. Mops Rapidly
to
return
doctor's
request
sider the
"cot t,
sin,
* as the rasoo River rose mo.,
to visit the injured °filter, 1st Li
Others pasistine were Mesdames •
thcin mmenteti lase week
Detroit
Wesel W. Watch. 24. of
Issues Perkins. Paul Shahan, Clare
it '.ea falling fester than protested
Mich.
Griffin Clem Austin. James R APteeny,
Weal:, pilot Capt. David I. HolTh river xtx...e on Louisville's Mt- land, 36, of lio:land. Minn.. and britten. R. L. Wade, E. J Beals
Mary Alexander. W. H Mann. R(,susue at 7 a, m (FcTI was
•
laser-Lrater Capt. Melvin J.
man Pryla"l'evyt"h. Clyde Johnson
4A4 rece corfroximntery six feet
Kessler. 30. of Philidelphla Pa., tore.s Lassiter. William Furiterson.
c•-e-0 It reached last Prip,rachvted i it to Soviet captivity
1.,••
roore than
W Wilson Julian FV3RS ('tortefee'
eight days rgo after their .1t1361 Simons. and Miss Ann Griffin.
floc-1 !stage
reoLmnais-atice borntxr strayed
at new atarrers that the river will
over C:irtirmivit." East Geneany and
to teak in its banks here hv next a *IS ShO1 down.
Rene-tie
Th.? Utn lets oaled it a."apy flight"
as the river ebbed, env %litters
and the East Germans hinted at a
tarrly in getting them tint:ailses tii.si, Toe Unittal States has
(t'ontinued From Page It
ed last week
strongly doled Lie ch. rges and
U. S 31-W Dixie Herhwev wee
&mended the men's prompt re- and by gone if we didn't leave oie
reopened at several points between
turn.
Deb Johnson's department Bob e
here and Ft Knox. and most of the
The _doctor, U.S. Air Force Euro- in charge of the drama division at
residents of Writ Point. at the
Prost (laic! suntean Col. Jahn A. • colleer, and does a fine job at
mouth of Salt River, were rik4e
Hexuessen Jr. of Freepert. N.Y K.
to return to their homes Tuesday. I
said hi found W. lch in -good
Tax Help Set
dation' at a Soviet hasp:eel at Maa- Rob didn't rornple'n but we thought
Jefferson Coenty Judge MP HOW
deleue. Eseat Germeny.
hsd better make amends.
Ow* announced that ". special of.
Henzieesans home address is 243
---flee had been set up to help floodSouth atyview Ace.
Fte.aamw to the Baster Seal Sale
hit resirierta of the county deter-1
Amon= 10 the. V ...sPI70117,0,1,•
le.itifying Folks are called on to
n".ne thee- losers for tax reporting i
the coi,siel r,ported -the i stllr,•d • much and con'ribute to so many
petyr)ex.
left upper leg has been set with an rl•'*;e11. that giving sometimes -gets
Cook said more than snne real- I,
•
'
by imams of
int.r:14.1
o'd".
dents of Jefferson Coienty were
metal rod. '1 he fractured right upper
-evacuated at the height of the flood.
Ruud position in a plates.: The Easter Seal Sale is neuaer the
arm es
and OW troperty damage in the
sale. .isp tenth and thee!
one in line too, which makes
county amounted to $1 2 million, ., eet ' he
aerasticais axe •shealirei s..tiafactor- it (feebly rough However people are
Both newee spelled only to Jef-e
ily."
•ace, at-ti envelopes roll in each
rerem County outside Louisville.
The Soviets pernuited a US Air d-y containing contributions to the
The flood caused an estimated
...ea the injured Mime.
110990 reameee at the Kentucky Force clocter
Welch.
Railroad Migaiene a collection of crewmen, 1st IA. Marcel W.
night, Oat where the Lie hi plane crashed
engine!' and railroad cars on en- 21. of Detioit, csi Monday
request to' yesterday and a fellow lives nearby
eloaed sidings at Eva Sandman 1Purk but refused die ilecter a
to West Berlin with a twee St Bernard dog Weighs
on River Road. which is still under Lake Welch beak
web him.
over 203 pounds
several feet of water
The rimers Capt. John Moru-oe,
---- The Tennessee Valley Authority
announced Tuesday that it will re- was, unable to learn details of the Talking with Mayor Holmes Elle
yesterday Says the new street.
duce the riorhanze from Kentirky incichnt front Welch.
extended to North Second
he oth:r crewmen arc Capt. Of
ream on the Tennessee Me above
Paducah for the next three days, to David I. Hot sjid 35. of Hollend. will be payed as soon as weather
and Capt. Melvin J. Keseer permita The; work is being dose
reduce the flood crest on the lower
ender the Accelerated Public Works
ever between Paducah and Cairo. 35. of Philadelphia.
Reiterated Earlier Statements
Proitrarn.
ites teu the earlier
Today's note
The predicted crest at Paducah
Friday is now about 47 5 feet. statetre nts of the United States the;
enough to flood a few lcm-lytng ar- the Ferule este not on an espionace
einXtmit not enough to warrant HMI- nuselose
The U.S. Embassy here end the
tree any of the ri0 enter: in the city's
note conteineci these in 011 pewee.
floodgate.
"Further delay in release and return of the crevanen cleirly jeap
tor -espiandoiit
40.
40
areas of U.S.-Soviet cooperation aid
CAM affect present efforts in c'
(Continued prom page 1)
Operation in %serious fields.
Till.'fRUTS! ABOUT
"As US. offiCials have previously
tert it was much heavier in the
stoted both hen. and in Washinaton,
lotelter alto said that wane wash- the aircraft was not on an intelAla alone the emergency apillways ligence nalweon. The mission was
was caused by the fact that the a training mission The aircraft
structures'ate new and the earth alerted no ;trinarnent."
FRYE BOOKLET TELLS ALL
— —
Ilia not been fully compacted_ The
Now for the first time ANYrecent floods will give some bene- bridge on creeks below water reWHFILE Get the facts about the
fits too. he 'Rid, since designs will tarding structures was lost OT dam Nation's No I cause of hearing
be chanced to some degree to better steed" This shows to some degree
dieter-as - NERVE DEAFNESS.
take care of flood situations OTI jun hew important the water reUntil today little has been writother structures
tarding strecturee will be to the
ten about this painless invisible
"One outstanding fact RIO re- coentv when all the structures az,
condition that handicaps and
vealed," Tucker said, "not a single I completed."
•
nar.ls.teS millions
'This new booklet explains what
Nerve Deafness is How it Interfares- with hearing „end what
symptoms to look for Fled out
why you may hear, but can't
understand Will surgery Or a
hearizw aid help' Will anything
help?
This remarkable FREE booklet
-The Inside Story of Nerve Detainees," tells whet you can do
yourself to end this embarrassing
crdee I
Nerve Dea fne•ss write
ter your FREE copy today,
P. 0. Box 32-F.
Murray. 11y.
Mem,wend use brochure on Nerve
NO HANDICAP, !HIS Peter A B Widener ejj, 39, heir to
Dearneati,
the 1100 million Widener estate, ta shown in West Palm
Name
Beach, Fla.. with his bride, the former Miriam Crenshaw. 22,
Address
who was a Delta Airlines stewardess. The Widener Handicap at Hialeah Is named for the Widener family.

.
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COLOR
sparks Manstyle sport casuals
with zest for the young,lively look!

•

SEEN HEARD ...

•

•

WIG

-44

S• truc• turcs • • •

BYSTIONY

Nerve
Deafness

/AA

19.99 6.99

1 last
But
living
stand
n the

sport coat

slacks

Rich wardrobe collection built around
_
bottle green, blue or black. Our superbly
tailored
Manstyle sport coat, its companion casual
slacks
take on new character with the addition of
hints of
lively color. It's this season's new significance,
here
interpreted in a wrinkle-hiding blend of
Dation
polyester and cotton seersucker stripes.

inc.

iy, Ky.

TIMES

R-tated to the total number of
"Orkin: people locally, it is equiv.!, ot to 26 so-employed per 1,000.
Met compares with 42 per 1,000
, other part.', of the East South
:tnt-al States in tile field of public
dministration. In the State of Ken-

4
LOOK YOUNG...
BE YOUNG...SHOP

BrIK'S

•

of people on city pin
to 'climb year after
the reason for most o
the increased demand I
a growing pereutation,

a,••

What it amounts to is that for
every 6 working people in the local
area, one is in a government job.
Much of the expansion in personnel is 'occurring at the municipal
lesel, it is noted. In nearly every
pa'tt of the country, the number

Frosty Acres Frozen Eoo
BROCCOLI SPEARS
BLACKEYE PEAS
-WHOLE OKRA

I

MIXED VEGETABLES
GliF.EN PEAS
Ci:F.AM SI"VLE CO:

Mix or Match 6pKG3.$1.0t
IDEAL - Lb. Pk",

Flood ...

6th &T.

USE

&

SLICED BACON ; 391

CHESTNUT at 10th
Open 7 a.m.- 9 p.m.

FRO:': V ACRES FROZEN - 10-oz. pkg.

SE ALTEST or IGA - Halt gallon

Strawberries5 for $1

ICE MILK'
- 10-oz. pkg.

. ROSTV SEAS Bitt:,

".A. r/IOICE

49

Rib Steak 69 SHRIMP)

r

Fti0:3TY ACRES

ORANGE DRINK qt 29c
ORANGE
JUICE

6-0z.
('an

4for 11
49c

DINNERS

12-0z. ('an

1lLt•E PI ATE - Ouart Jar

WITH FREE °RUSH - Giant

Salad Dress. 29c

LUX LIN. 59t

COLGINS

WINE VINEGAR or WORCESTERSHIRE SAUCE

ea. 11!'

I COLGIN BAR -11-0 - 13-0z.

FIELD'S

Weiners113.49c SAUCE
Pork CHOPS
Center Cuts

59c
(End Cuts lb. 359

L'S. CHOICE

33c

HEAVY BEEF, SI. iND1`.-

RIB ROAST lb. 59t
SEALTEST - Halt Gallen

ICE CREAM

63c

FOURS COFFEEib.690:
;
I

FROZEN CAKES

Altpuptiete:•saPLeea7c-heF:rvdgee
ATM

U.S. NO. I RED - 10-Lbs.

('lass

49e

I GOLDEN RIPE

Potatoes 39c Bananas lb.104
5-POEND BAG

Flordia Organes

49c
Come and See Smiley, the

Frosty Acres Clolin
FUMY CD SATURDAY

e
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Vimr4z04 Vow
Wednesday. March 18th
The Cole s Camp Ground Methotun Lleurch WSCS will meet at
30 pea_ at the church Ereth one
is faked to bring a gift for the Joe
Farra family whose home, sa.s desircryna in the tornado
• • •
Natta-e s Palette Garden Club win
meet at the home of Mrs Ranh
'Rearm ex at 1.Ei pm_
The Memorial Heinen Church
VMS tee meet at the church at
7 30 p.m

elumre an meet in the apartment
of Mrs &II Hina at Swann Dormitory et 7:30 pm
• • •
The Rome Depanment of the
Murray Woman s Club will meet at
the club !souse at 12 noon_ Hosteesee will -be Mesdames Mai Hurt,
A F Duran. H. C Corn. Nu Crawford. T. C. L.Maynard Raise. and Rate Jones who will fur'nth the desert fur the potluck
ninch
• • •

The Business and Professional
•
Womeees Clab will meet at the
Thursday. March 19th
Woman's Club Houee at 6 30 pm,
• • •
"Is Goo Dead' see or the topic
deicuseed in a sympueaugn snoreorSaturday, Much 21st
ec by the 3.7-rray Stole College' The Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority
Religious Counce in receit. one and at Murrey State College will sponleo of the Stud:lent Union Building sor a slave day with members domg
at 8 p.m Admissich is free.
work such as washing cars. e.earwag
• • •
rooms. ironing. etc Call 762-4.=
The College High Schou; PTA will , oefcre Saturday and 753-1417 on
meet Si the sClaLS at 7
pro
Saturday
• • •
• • •
The Alphe Sterna Alpha screvity
The, Spruic Dance will be held at

MURRAY LOAN CO.
MONEY HEADQUARTERS
5oti

NI.1111 strict

Phone 753-2621

411111•1111111M111111111111111M11111111111111111111111111W

Murray Lumber Co., Inc.
OLDEST AND LARGEST LUMBER CO. IN MURRAY
104 East Maple St

Tel 753-3161

EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL

41111111111•1111111•111111•11111111111111111111111•Pr

WOULD'in LIKE TO
EARN $12 TO s14
PER WEEK?

WEDNESDAY — MARCH 18, 1964

Woodmen

ben of the Circle to be delivered, ed to the president's station by
to the different femilive %ditch suf- Linda Normen, serving as nee:aide, through the honor guard formfered lose
Mrs. Helosee Reberte gave the, ed by the Murray Drill team, with
Mrs. Oolcha Curd as captain
invocation and grave.
.
Mrs. Melugin announced plans to
Murray Grove IM of the Supreme
The Easter motif combined with
Forest. Woodmen Circle dionated $50 spring flower arrangement for the rtoeuvate the Junior (trove In Mur, to the local chapter of the Americaus center of the table we, effectively ray. JUn.1.0eS inshing II-either lotorRed Cruse lobe used fur relief of used by the decoration chairman, nation regarding details should
contact Mrs. Melugm or Mrs. Curd
the tornado victims in Calloway Mrs. Robbie Paschen
Junk Houston Service Club will
The clout prize sent to Mrs Mtn
kiligitit
Action was taken at Use March Louise &Aker and the butliday ! riket the fourth Thursday in March
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OPENING SOON
Lane & ;:rrell
BEAUTY SCHOOL

.11r.. Airs. .iloore
Are Honored ll'ith
Informal Reception

Blarney Caste
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We.are now accepting appplications for
students in our new and modern beauty
school.

Ye -•-••-•- S. ••Se
•
come •'we

Our bank wishes
everybody "The luck
Irish" cn
S. Panick's Day.

If roe are interested el a rutin- is alb
termed
pie and workin-, condition.. and
tai-h,
\Io he

v our 0,%11

boc., the field of cosmetology is for
0)

you.
Please till neat coupon and mail
•

Christmas (lub Paiment Nornbc r 17

LANE Ett WORRF:LL BEAUTY SCHOOL
14151 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky

bur !his Reek

Gentlemen: Yes, I am interested ih yoar be. titty
school
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Fifth & Poplar
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feaspialtawstm—Defenne Secretary Robert S. McNamara
and South Viet Nam', Prim. Minister lAni Gen. Nguyen
1C4ianh seem in rapport at, this meeting in Saigon, %here
McNamara and a greup went to take another look at the
IRcie'iooitotoJ
Communist gist nlia %attars situation.
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ident's station by
st-TvIng as iittei.d.
honor guard loimiy Drill team, iiith
us captain.
innounced plans to
'nor Grove in Mussing further tutordetails. should
lugm or Mrs. Curd
Service Club will
Thursday in March
• Parker, according
aunt by Mrs. Rolpresident,
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foresight to
HIGH AND DRY—The operator of this tillutg station in Cincinnati, 0.. had the
leave his service truck high on the grease lift, but the Ohio River Is almost up there.

•
Balanced Field Of Contestants Are On Hand
In Lexington To Vie For State Championship
LEXINGTON, Ky. TM — A field
of 16 regional champions with nettiler an overwhelming favorite nor
really rank outsider was poised
today for the opening round of the
47th annual Kentucky State High
School Basketball Tourntspient
The form. true enougli, pointed
to Seneca's defending state champs
in the upper bracket and Lexington
Dunbar in the lower to stage a
repeat of lust year's title game Saturday night.
Should things torn out that say,
diorecedent would ride with Dunbar,

A sell-out crowd of 11.500 was
is Mayfield, with a 28-1 record, but
the loss was by a wide margin to amazed for tonight's opening SeSLouisville Central—whereas Seneca's slort. when Hazard's Bulldogs who
two defeats againist 25 victories were are 26-3 for the season but missing
their star center. Fred Hogg, bow
by a total of only three points.
into their 19th state tournament
All told. the 16 contenders have against Oldham Cou n t y 124-71
won 410 games—lost only 86 That's Hogg was cut on the hand by an
an .827 percentage, indicating that irate fan after a one-point victory
they really represent the cream of over Carr creek in the 14th Region
Kentucky's 1963-64 crop.
final Saturday night.

wfur no team has son two state
titles in a row since Ashland turned
the trick ui I1034 and I835. but five
runners-up over the years have
come back the following year to
win it all.
Strictly off the won-lost chart,
McCreary County with a 26-12 season record and Wayland with a
22-15 mark are the longshots — but
.,,en those marks bear looktng into.
McCreary County's tab is based
on a 13-gains winning streak, coach
Jack Hiwoom's Indians having gone
on the warpath after corns:aline only
a 9-9 mark by Jan. 4. What's mire.
they have !stayed 26 games on the
road this year. and have taken,
part in five tournaments.
Wayland not only has lost 15
times. but has dropped three decisions to one team — Garrett The
Wasps turned on their tormentor in
the district. however, and swept on
•
to the 15th Region tale.
Bra of all in the won-lost ratio

•

0

Bowling Tips...
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ay SANDY PADWE
United Press International
NEW YORK UNI — Army had just
defeated Duquesne, 67-65, in overtime for its second major upset in
the National Invitation Tournament
and there was Tayior Crania I Locke
trying to explain what the word
"Intangible" 'masts.
The win was a repeat of Saturday's 84-62 oonquest of St. Bonaventore and moved the Cadets into the
NIT semifinals against Bradley.
New Mexico, a 65-60 victor over
Drake in the opening game Tuesday night, will meet New York University In the other semifinal
Thursday evening at Madison
Square Garden.
Army's win Tuesday night came
after the Cadets had fallen behind
by 16 points late In the first period
and by 12 at halftime.
"How do I explain ar the 2/1year old Locke said. "Well, boys
at the Academy don't like to be
humiliated and Duquesne did a
pretty good job in the first half."
Lesson In History
In other words Locke was trying
to say that the half-time intermit,Sian turned into an athletic history
lesson for his Cadets and the chief
topic ooricerned Army comebacks.
It must have been impressive because Army's performance in the
second half was brilliant and left
Garden foilowers completely surprised.
"The defense did it," Locke said.
"It was a kit better. They forced
Duquesne into bad plays and they
hustled on every chance."
If you have to pick one hero for
the Cadets it had to be Mlke Millman, the sophomore center who
had 29 points. 16 in the second half.
"We just ran out of gas," was
the only comtnent Duquesne Coach
Red Manning couid make. Willie
Somerset was the high accrer for
the Dilkeel with 23 oestrus.
Ftrst Game Exciting
The opening game had an equally
exciting finish with Drake rallying
from a 10-point deficit with 447
left Using a fun ootirt press, the
Bulldogs managed to cut the score
to 61-60 but four straight free
throws by Did EMU gave the Lobos
their win.
Pourth-seeded New Mexico had
opened the lean by usang a cieliberate offense which quickly alienated
Garden fans
"We didn't mind the booing." said
Coach Bob King -We're used to
hearing that on the road. That's
the type of game we play.
"We like to take our time. We
seldom take the bad shot I thought
the kids played real sell tonight
We made ftw tnistakee

RESCUED AFTER TANKER SINKS— HosPitailzed In krasartfolk.
Wash., Seaman Harold L. Baker, Pasadena, Calif., shows
his bandaged hands and burned face, suffered when hie
tanker, the Bunker Hill blew up and sank off Anacortea.
rive men were lost; 25, Including Baker, were rescued.

Klapp Roofing Co.
Rubberoid and Johns-Manville
Bonded Built-up Roofers
CONTRACTORS
— Free Estimates —
Licensed and Bonded
•
Local References
Call Collect CHapel 7-3816, Mayfield, Ky.

-Above All- You Need A Good Roof

Lawn & Garden
Supplies

THINKS SHE'S A TIGRESS—TiPpy, a German shepherd, is
taking over the motherhood duties for two Bengal tiger
cubs in Portland, Ore. Their mother wouldn't have anything to do with them, so Tippy adopted the furry creatures.
•

MR. FARMER:
SEE LS FOR YOUR . . .

* GREENFIELD Crab Grass Killer, Weed Killer,
Rose Dust and Etc.
* Leaf Rakes. Garden Rakes, Hoes, Shovels, Spades,
Digging Forks, Hedge Shears, Pruning Steers
and Saws, Gram Shears.
* Lawn Grass Seed, Vertagreen Fertilizer, Yard
Carts, Wheelbarrows, Lawn Hose and Reels.
* KEEN RUTTER Lawn Mowers, Grass Shears,
Pressure Sprayers.
* ('hieken Feeders and Waterers, large and small.
* Mops. Brooms, Brushes, Wringer Pails, Floor
Waxes, Polishes, Glass Cleaners and Other House
Cleaning needs.

. KOBE-KOREAN GRASS SEED
PRINCETON FARMS HYBRID
SEED CORN
THIS ('()RN IS PROVEN BY TEST TO BE

FOR ALL YOUR HARDWARE NEEDS

ONE OF THE BEST

... SEE US!

TAYLOR SEED CO.
Phone 7T1-:;742

E. Main & Railroad Ave.

Douglass Hardware

c.-,-........_..„.._.„.
.
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The first step
is yours
your gift to Easter Seals

NOW OPEN
EVERY NITE
• TONITE Az THI. RS. •

-tillt iteywkAokilt.

.s.b...1!
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MEN'S NATIONAL BRAND
—

TOWEL TRICK

kitcrs ctru

JUST

A bowling alley is no place
for a roundhouse swing. Ray
Schanen, one of the nation's top

profeseional howlers ancL memadber of the -

Suits & Sport Coats

IF victory staff,demonstrates a towel
trick that will tell you whether
you're swinging wildly down the
alley or if you've got a smooth,
steady motion. Put a towel in
your armpit, then make a few
practice approaches. The towel
shouldn't fall until the hall is released. The tight, pendulum backswing and delivery that results
will produce a smoother, more
consistent approach and will lei
the ball do the work.

SUITS

$4.95
Teen-Agers or Adults

$1.00 Extra

IIIVE' STUDIO.
503 Poplar Street

UMW Illa.

ADSS

A CO.....A.0* PICTLAOfVLEAS4
E•StA,A,
4 COL

R

CAPITOL

Reg. to $69.95

$9410 $3495
SPORT COATS
Reg. to $31 00

I - 8X10

- ONLY -

41.4 oe

7;t41 bee-41-C-e
,
iseadiasi

.

ANNUAL
PRE-EASTER
SPECIAL

(Choice of 2 Proofs)

assmair*
'
'A.
KENNEIN MORE
DANIELLE DARRIEUx

v2 PRICE 1

sj

- AND 12 BILLFOLD er
POST CARD
PHOTOGRAPHS

,...:r

RECEIVED

'ROUNDHOUSE' SWING

11./

—

TIMES

Army Moves
Into Semis
Of The NIT

• 010

'JUR part and help

&

$1295 To S1750
SuiUt and Sport Coats for..the selictive man who demands the finest
tailoring, the choice fabrics Nationally advertised quality brapd,
but beans" of.the remarkable toe price, the labels have been re' moved. andvie cannot mintion the name. You'll recognize the nn
mistakable tailoring of one of America's famed makers, however.
Take advantage. now, of the opportunity to purchase a Butt or
H
this cahber ut
0 Sport

Joe Lookofsky
-

ENDS
"NITI

Charade

i • THURS. - FRI. - SAT.•
FIGHT PICTURES!

LISTON
vs CLAY
WORLD'S HEAVYWEIGH

CHAMPIONSHIP!
fox OMB
N.
Relesed by 2016 CENTURY

— I' 1,-1 -S —
"POSSE FROM HELL"

MEN'S WEAR

AUDIR:ikURP111 - COLOR

"DEPENDABLE SINCE 1 9 1 2"

- and -

F.ast Side Square — Mayfield, Ky.

"TERM OF TRIAL"

Ni
She

.,wearsva"PMiss B"
Dress.in_the EasterNaradd

3.99-8.99

..SLZES 7-14

She can choose front a host or slytei In our hand-picked
collection! She'll find one ',ismer; and jacket dresses la
dainty pastels or clean cid navy.".., easy-care cottons and

Dacron' polyester blends. Sizes 3-6X, 3.99-7.99
'Toms's polyester raw e
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V
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ting
ers
es
kwri
chec
lican
ine,
1
fire-proof safe, adding Mach
Blood Program
in 1931 as a freshman Repub
"
state
By CT RYAN
the
in
urant
resta
ets
cabin
-wide
assemblyman introduced the
file cabinets, storage cabinets, index file
e Tobin
United Press Internatiesial
Nevada 1 Few people today realis
— The open gambling bill' in the
WESNEMUCCA. Nev.
, waa the man who helped chart the
economic course for Nevada 33 years
Round-by-Round
about
per gal. $195
; ago Not many people konw
AcCOOL SEAL FOR TRAILER TOPS
me and oambling.- said Tobin
$5.95
•
LOCKS FOR TRAILER DOORS
'tually the "father of legalized cansed
order
be
to
and any other item can
in Nevada- mignt have
COMMODES - HOT WATER TANKS
l , bLuatt
, share has credit for the gambling
for trailers.
; bill
LIKES BARGAINS, so here they
-One of the assemblyment from
HALE LOCK SHOP KNOWS EVERYBODY
Elko. and I don't remember his
shot) in Murray Coldwater Road
are, located at the ONLY COMPLETE lock
name. had the Mil in he deatk but
he was scared to introduce it. Po
Five Points, where the trailers are located.
I took it and worked it over and
, then threw it in the hopper,
-You should have seen the furor
was up in
WORLDS HEAVYWEIGHT
It created. Everybody
' arms I had two MINOT* to introCHAMPIONSHIP'
•
duce it First illegal gambling was
et
blank
a
had
bods
Every
ent
orev•l
.
SEE THE HIGHLIGHTS IN
—
and a deck of cards or dice and It
PHONE 753-5980
—
hand.
of
out
g
gettin
was
ing
actur
manuf
—Three watch
,
FteNableb by 2004 cutautrylux
"WATCH ON THE POTOMAC' try to get something done
-The second rea.von was the state
executives. In Washington to
could
it
watch
was
Swiss
The
needed revenue The
torahs-las, give their pitch to reportero:
oy American capahility
pick Ap money front the license fees
making industry is seeking to destr
and
watch
in
drop
a
for
ng
pushi
by
es
tot the games watch
JACK MO( looks tense
ed
jewel
ce
to produ
president; Arthur
d going to one
%Lime
Elgin
ps
lis.
perha
Margo
Henry
left:
From
s.
tariff
The measure passed the lower
Bradley, the famed
of the final sessions of his
B. Sinkler. Hamilton president: Omar
Howe 4-11 and was aivroNeci
truta ID Dana; Tex.
World War I general. Bulova chairman
fir
the state Senate 13-3 On March
1931 GOT Fred B Behar awned the
Ma into law and odav gambling
has become the mainstream of Netrade's economy
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TIME and
PERATURE
TEM
?

7y4! 753-6363
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PEOPLES BANK

at.

•

HALE LOCK INGS!!HOP
fiET gEADY FOR SPR

Coldwater Road at Five Points

•

80,
.
.i
Phone 753-59

'1.6411L5.*

Catatoll

Profited Very
Little From
His Bill

FLASH!

ALL KEYS _ _ _ _ only 251

•

FIGHEST!
PICTUR
COMPLETE

PARTS FOR HOUSE TRAILERS

SONNY

LISTON
ALAY

•

CASSIUS

SLOW MOTION

t

Every dAy there are many people.
sick•or injured •ho require blood
traMetusions The blood they receive cOmes from thoughtful arid
oonsiderate donors who have gone
to heir nearest Red Cross blood
center or mobile unit and given
blood If you haven't been • donor
lately. Won't you make an appointment real soon with your Red
Cross'

Its better to give than receive
; Your Red Cross reounda you that
the ill and injured often need
. blood to help them recover. You
who are in good health are their
only source of blood The look to
you for help . Don't let them
.r down
; Call sour Red Crow chapter and
I make an appointment to stye blood
- now.

COIN OPERATED
CAR WASH
—

HALE LOCK SHOP

.. •

THESE WORDS MAKE
A LOT OF SENSE...

•

g)
warranty on the parts that keep you goin
(about Plymouth's 5-year/50,000-mile

"HONEST DRAM — Rep.
Richard S. Schoeiker,
holds up • photo of his state's
Coy. William Scranton as he
announces In Washington
that he Is forming a "Scranton - for -President Club of
Pennsylvania.* It would be
the first formal draft movement for Scranton. who has
would run for presimaid
dia* with an -honest draft."

On North 12th Street

WARRANTY
SHIRES HOW THE STRONG 5/50
n warrants
ratio
Corpo
ler
Chrys
PROTECTS YOU:
ever comes first,
which
,
miles
0
50,00
or
years
5
for
workmanship and
egainst defects in materials and
Motors Corperaler
Chrys
a
r
at
repai
or
ce
will repla
business, the
of
ton Authorized Dealer's place
, intake maniparts
nal
inter
and
engine block, head
and internal
fold, water pump, transmission case
e convertor,
torqu
h),
al
clutc
parts (excluding manu
and differaxle
rear
,
drive shaft

universal joints,

of its 1964 autoential, and rear wheel bearings
the engine oil
has
r
mobiles, provided the owne
, whichever
miles
4,000
or
hs
mont
3
changed every
second oil
every
comes first, the oil filter replaced
ed every
clean
filter
air
retor
carbu
change and the
, and every
years
2
every
ced
repla
and
hs
6 mont
dealer evidenct of
6 months furnishes to such a
ce, and requests
servi
red
requi
the
of
e
performanc
such evidence
of
pt
the dealer to certify (1) recei
ge.
milea
nt
curre
then
and (2) the car's

•

•

THIS CAR COULD SAVE
YOU A LOT OF DEARS...

J

(It's a'64 Plymouth)

NOW OPEN (Open 24 Hours)
25

WASH FOR 5 MINUTES.
10
VACUUM FOR 8 MINUT-ES
10'
3 SHAMMIES FOR
in
You ( an wash trucks .•. anything under 10 feet
height. Especially good for washing engines.

BE SURE AND BRING YOUR DIMES AND QUARTES
AND COME ON OUT!! \--4
On

There are no coin changers available
d Cars
North 12th Street, Next Door to Lassiter Use

•

SWITCHER00, — Richard
Nixon, shown in his New
York office, said "I would
undertake any asitignment I
am asked to take" when
asked if he would be Willing
to reverse the 19e10 candidacies and run for vice president with Henry Cabot Lodge
heading the ticket. He said
again he I. not a candidate
-• for any °Moe.
I-

.
Here's where to find out about both..

TAYLOR MOTORS. INC.

Murray. KT.

301 8. 4th St.

•
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•
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•
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ACROSS
RESPONEKBLE YOUNG BOYS to
TRUCK MOUNTED CABLE TOOL
carry papers on choice routes in
drilling rig. All totals and water
Murray. Apply in person at the
truck. Very little capita required.
inline
Ledger & Tim,
Owner Will finance. Will sell or
lease to responekble 1Ue1VI5I201. Excellent opportunity to get started Sc
your MS 11 basilicas. Paducah 444-

•

5032, 444-5381.

WANTED TO BUY

m21c
GOOD PICKUP TRUCK. C. L. Bur

ton. 753-1366.

NOTICE
Ky. Lake, Paris $9,000.
with baaetnent near Ky. Lake.
POWER SAW Wow( WANTED.
ui Cypress (reek area, Yeah 3 BEDROOM BRICK AND frame 140 ACRE FARM WITH TWO dwelOR SALE
762-3824 or 762-3826 rater 2:00
hngs near New Concord.
nstaral inlet. 20 minute drive from on N. 17th Street. Price $111.000.
pm.
mac
PARTS FOR ALL ELECTRIC ohav- Murray, Ky. on good ail weather , 7 ROOM FRAME HOUrial WITH 110 ACRE FARM, 70 ACRES IN
Price
Alma.
ion
three,
reasonable.
extra
au
acres
grata.
Priced
bottom.
and
Dial
in
barn
44228
road.
ern Landseyn Jewel.
ni31e
bedroom frame with two baths On
3016 or 442-1666, Paducah, inter 4:30 716,000.
VISIT YOUR FACTORY OUTLET
GOOD USED REFRIGERTOR and pm. or ante P.O Box tin, Paducah. A or:LIR/DOM MODERN FRAME black top.
Shoe Store They now have in a
apt. Sae stove. Ideal for lake cot- Ky.
m189 home in Sten& Price 34.,,dit/O.
5 ROOMS AND BATH FRAME
shipment of beautiful Easter shoes.
* tsaie. Phone 753-1932 after 4.30 p.m.
is ifit...as.k.H. NO Iduli.a./ifti(113. ON dwelarg on one acre of land within
Located 100 South 13th Street, just
tine BY OWNER. BEAUTIFUL LCYT 1141 /signing 121 seven nines irum Mur- sight of Hazel.
I behind new building next door to
whitzeu Estate. Phone 763-5870.
3 BEDROOM FRAME WITH bath.
ray. Price 62,800.
Kelley s Pest Control.
BLACK LOCUST POST. CALL aftm19c
ml9c AsI. kiutiese N ONE BLOCK of utility and a two car garage, on 20,
er 4.00 p.m. 496-2645.
m18p
income
ret,
Creek
Sugar
of
near
sects
Sit
1,nd
.iisth
8.
ountate on
sSoL koito cuaTom V-8 COUPE.
Church.
Ma. pie munal. Pram SUMO.
1949 FORD a-TON STAKE truck, aacenent mechanical condition. Two
RUBLE TAYLOR, OWNER OF the
ILDINCi LOG CABIN NEAR KY. LAKE.
nAks. 12 hEiUIIPI.JL
mule nick, new seat vain battery, new tires, new nattery, new 4-ii
Taylor and Boggess Gulf Station at
101,4 121 Vilse/OSig SeCti0011 U1 cowl, 106 ACNE FARM WITH A GOOD
runs good. $6.00 Call 4141-2501.
Rh and Main, bas taken over the
DaV/C1
rear east /*none.
Kirksey.
house, near
some aitu amine,
miBc LAVA.
business. Ruble and Johnnie extend
111111C
J. U. Pas Luis REALTOR, Phone, 4 BEDROOM BRICK ON Ryan
an invitation to all friends. Mechmile ' Ave
80 WHITE LEGHORN PULLETS. COMIC IN AND COMPARE PRICE .64-1130 or iai-3666.
anic on duty. 7 a.m. to 6 pan. Open
3 BEDROOM FRAME WITH an
• 6 months old, $1.25 each. old Liens ALVA quality. Our sulits start at 6160.
Friday ttl 8 p.m.
in2Op
, additional dwelling. Ideal for 1n50c each. R. H. Cruuse, phone 753- i n,..4
n..Lnt aa gawk.
,
10
,
1
k012 SALE
art*.
come 11e0Perty located on WoodmlaP &lux Interior, blunt' Rae Sbuppug
BEDROOM r it A M E GARAGE lawn.
1.114U4.1
Lull REM1
Lealei uisa 7b3-1414.
"NEVER UtaEla ANYTHING LIKE
a art/neat located on Broad Street. 7 ROOM BRICK 3 BEDROOMS,
looking

•

•

oar
111•••

Hog Market

beautiful

users of Blue Lustre for 6 R004 FRAME ROUSE. GAS
cleaning carpet. Rent electric sham- how --ogi-karn aeon doors aria
pooer $1. Cram Furniture.
male 11•••11••••••.>,14j ••••••-•• tAhlt 730'4460.
MIA1)
LARGE BEAUTIFUL WOODED lots
in the Blood Raver subdivistun juat
- 1 S iN
across the Dusan overloolcuig the
vat 434.01411
beautiful Laaeway and Panorama
Short* aubdivitzn. Phone 436-3672.
it,,

say

m180

2 BEDROOM FRAME 2 ACRES of
land An mum lirom town on the
east highway.
a gialaganaig FRAME WITH vie
rage

and

Purytar,

breeze-way

carport. Inraged

mitip

Federal State Market News ServMarch 18. Kentucky PurchaseArea hog market report including
10 buying stetsons. Estimated re-

ice,

ceipts 450, barrows and gilts steady
26c h. U.S. 1, 2 and 3 180 to 240 lbs
$14.26 to $14.50. Few U IS: 1 180 to
220 lbo. $14.76 U.S 2 and 3 '245 tO
210 lbs $13.00 to $1426. U.S. 1. 2 and
3 160 to 175 lbs. $12.75 to $1425. US
2 and 3 bOWS 400 to 600 ins $1025 to
$11.50. U.S. 1 and 2 250 to 400 !be.
$11.26 to $12150.

THE PAIONITY 1•4110Ciar

WANT ADS WORK

1-Allow
4-I.et it stand
money
12-Path
13-Float In air
15-Pennant
17-Dance step
19-Ss mho' for
nickel
20- lion
21-Traitztlz
22-Perform
23-Cook slowly
35.Mild
expletive
26-Ton ard the
eheltered
side
27-Through
28-01d French
coin
39-Be ill
30-Cooled lava
31 -Harvesters
33-Parent
(ruiloq.)
tI-Fic log
mammal
36-Before
37-hurried
33-Fragment
40-Vase
41-Negate
42-Communist
43- A bat ract
being
44-Knave at
cards
45.Man's
nickname
46-Mournful
47-Starvation
60- Departed
52-Goel of love
54-Sodium
chloride
53.Haul
56-Takes
unlawfully
57_ St nabas %titters

Magnona Drive.

DOWN

VACANCIES FOR 3 COLLF-GE bon
3 BEDhoom FRAME ON ONE
at 1611 Olive. Call 753-6613 or see
acre of land on North 16th Street.
tfnc
4 ACRES OF LAND, IDEAL FOR Mier 5.tc p.n..
building spot. Located on Old Newbun.; Road
31 ACRES OF LAND WITH 2 dwel- FURNISHED APARTMENT FOR

Tenn.
3 BEDROOM BRICK. UTILITY and
carport, air conditioned, on N. lath. lings near Hardin.
2 BEDROOM FRAME, GAS floor 3 BEDROOM HOUSE WITH alum!unlace. Lu., 75 xi.60' on Calloway inum skiing. gee heat, storm win-

1 uft.•
Answer to Yesteroey I ,

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

61

MALE HELP WANTED

Bussinass OppOrfailitiell

1-Tennis
at roke
2-Perlod of
time
3-1,eather
maker
4.'.'.'titter
vehicle

11-Sallor
(eollog.)
4-Printer's
measure
7-Warns
3-Worm
9-Negative
111-19rotle
14-Ceremony
if -At present
13-indetingte
article
21- Very poor
persons
22-Everyone
23-Resort
24- A fternoon
partY
25-Tibetan
gazelle
26-Three-toed
sloths
28-Place
29 -Exist
ii.Knock
32-Sea eagle
33-Stale
34-0t.e no
matter %Filch
"1

2

3

15

'

amoa
ao MOM

110 EDO
MOW
66'010
MgeRMA SUMO
i'PE,12 ammo
4
32-ProbaeltIon
3,'Negligent
36-Steep,
rugged rock
39-Slave
40-1tensath
41-1tbstruct
43-Babylonian
deity
44-Free ticket
5

..a: 4
:•.•
12
..!
..•Xs
16

11

IP

6

7

46-Stitch
47-Watch
vicket
48- it.,n'•
nickname
49.I luido's
high note
51 -Negative
language

VII
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3
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•4 20

9

'• 25
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\ •• 41
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32

t
31
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la 39
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: . 47

49
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51
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married couple tray. Call 753-4971
or see 915 Coldwater Read.
m26p

PEANUTS4

4.4 tA5-1.E.J Lot 4.4-4•,..* Seal
./
dows and doors. Lccated on South
mlap Ave.
DAIRY 0OWS, 7 CAN MILK Likate
102 ACRE FARM, ROAD ON 3 9th extended.
cooler, cow to can Deleaval milker
sides,, near Benton.
and milk miss. Call 753-6396 or see
HIDE-AWAY BED Wilad match7 ROOM FRAME, 2sa BATHS. gas WILSON INSURANCE AND
J. H. Pridemore, Dexter, Route 1.
ing inair. put ta,...s Ty. 2 Ella ....WAS
neut. on South 3rd.
REALFSTATEAGENCY
L.all
can,
he 1.0
CENTRAL

7
wool'

be Don

11

inA0c

1966

BUDCK 4-DOOR
yellow, heater, power

•

•

HARDTOP,

brakes and 3
excellent co/IW-

4 tikain.00.ra IRAM,E..
hear, p.amered 'WWIs and an conLocated on the Coliege
ditioned

kE ALREAN
,
I WANT

Phone 753-3263

*Oyu uuno. x-rice Farm Road.
(MALE KELP WANTEL
GOOD GROCERY WITH STOCK
nallp 514451/0.
2 BEDROOM AND FAMILY ROOM in New Concord
LADY WITH GOOD Penmanship
BEDROOM LOG Construction
LARGE WATERFRONT LOT user- frame house on N. 13th Street Price
requirti. Boones LiaLndry & Clean-

•elleerIng, new tires,
O.% $475. Phone 436-3491.

ers,

m lac

•

#60
0•

Mois
t

Aripising

•

•

•

•

41
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1

•
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By THE GORDONS
fat
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by Waked Gordwa /ad Gord•••
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l
()eyelet's
Goa. 1.1.4tribubd by alas rp•tur•• aredases
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IIVIIAT RAA RSPP YAW.D
t this dirt mere for instance- I t,d.i Ingrid that man was
sma
With hell toirlIttr Olt •
pea.
gives off its own up,, wAves Cl ttlab a
racation, las wo triode eau. Flan
a moot Fulfil .1
•11.. la Oat siannitute osetseet
th• when neaten
LO SD extremely certain nrcies Li was all a a•t•
%muss., ..aridalla Ingrid and Mike
nigh temperature. And the tar e1 ca
whose and* and 101
w
13 C
tether, then tomtit had a • al d
photographs
the
tight wave, ,
Undo/ Lake's matructiona, In
Damn ii„Nit tiles trippins over the
lb-it• tom repiwiedir
So we get p picture_ sx., to spew( i grid Illteo the plate in _41 raid
C Immelt•teni •onipinittni flat of the dirt front nip Oat%
IUD
• car(ulatet point 1.11 U31 Sit
Irk berried lity•- first h• •tellIttku
• duck in the sight Iron
'Ake Ii nut, specimen* 01 sou; ano I) L. pkianto 0.mse up irt
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tat-neci notch Of I netehreit wining
from
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twig n out nom'Ink nauncries to reach rot
'homey Greg tisitel then Cr,
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Iv eIrtir11,.n around nere llictr it
is spec.; , He ,lid trio .frui
-,er a eana•ri
W.La a woman • Otaallidil013 salt'
men trom lac • oil* natenes r amount 31 rumination
in.dnd nip nerit
fipott••1 the such as one Cle
any or um ahem
fit see& into ztonsideration
chat may i
lirja NO la • newapapot account d
mean 1.3 L. was in that carnets S with a gutnee './atrosigt nalToee ,
• hank rniTherl• frtle, Helen len
4101 ih• irellt•et 11 the watt h
iair area awe main
you may eyes at eexe mat !.i. salvo
•••••• iflthip•O ny tern masked men
know the !Oil in neighbortiooda, pros.
, $ c.n.e r:t! int mile.. at
..•t11 Mhierteet the watch to the FBI
"Id war
P'R1 'fent Z.S. Kelet, varies flue soi in your yarn, fist, was strung tnd
'iglu .•
-"if • nictsti.
...minds to ref a load to the robbers- mate not oe anything like Mgt be COW* Utast nis glr.
.•tx•
• halt Mile away Al ne matinee tot
-state
1rigrici memo_ "I don't get K- /Mina aitnureix
CHAP-TER V
It all
Ui Oral
nee, sneezed. "I
• What secono oeturc DL Ouu.s. to lost
INCRIT RANDALL turned to
but you we got to admit I make If., hear
Loos tin i/ii..oze.
Lexe Kauai ann said. 'Patti
Ens 'lean moniencat.., 011110
says we ddie 13C for different It sound good in a contusing
sort of way era tnem arterwaras, 111 telimat
,easons
I aye aim because I
He proceedeel to set up a 'nen Oil tellOw sgentr
need something to mothet and
about r. Lek.
-are for and Patti loves ohm camera. "I warn to get a good credite, De_ .vitn 'dliii
if:
'pic're of aim 10 snow the can 'the fastest
cat,
•sappearing a.
errata). ne s an old friend sort
dren around hers He may nave in matory
Line seron
ne
of like a eornfortable 0111 shoe.'"
been Ln some of Metz nomes. Of OD the Dec
reacnua tot in
Patti was so perreptive She
they
may
remembet
having dish saw he next •
said that tot Alike. DC. wee
nao van
seen ham and maybe we'll team mince
i ant about
ink with a ofiyhood that was
enti Fri,
about other neighborhoods ne cat ono a outit in
-me
slippdag sway. and
that
ne
has gone into Mal you Wel
"I Should ve aiken
it print
wanted to hold to days spent
know about"
first
Lear saki rearrelliilly.
attached fait In the back yard
When tie was ready, he said
Arun
s oriel
waren
tinder the Chines, elm -ith DC.
try
"Car you get aim ti sit up' Naomi lit-. Wine!
the -.ea when.
scampering shout like a puppy,
Id like • straight -or shot
he
(Jaren
them
to ,
rne fitter
and Mike throwtne a stick. and
Ingrid Mien DL anti •hn,-,1 1 him l'he
,
t 'tangent.' Ingna
DC
retrieving It.
And then
, his haimcnes into place
but
j
on
rad
ittICTI
'ree
twill dead tared and Weeping 111
reach
when she let go ne sank 'el rum, out or
necked Oft
the shade, with DC .
▪ neap .31 Jelly She trice, 'gam. looking nurt It war
that Mike would ward off any
coaxing min and rubbing Mai you Cowan I
trust P
dragon, that happened to te
!ears- 'I guess ne's Well* from
can t go all ne was under.'
prowling about.
hunger lii get hay something I she sato
amaing
4ent
A. fan their mother. D.C. sem
to eat."
Itrom a position that reverseo
the children -a cat something a
After she left the reinm. Zeke the nears 'tans: Jernere.
chill needed while growing up.
in the same eategory as the tried to prop the at tip 'Curie dirt‘ sno ('sit a 0. murder
ri.. saya •t)
auppoiseci V. Keel In'
right books to read, the right kitty pease gilts
Me Most enuearing tone 'Nice as clean as Mom doe, while
school to attend
And for their
cat. nice cat
shed Atone
Li IL. .• iron Da.
dad tie was sale Damn Cat a
and nassco lino spat He recog
Silt uttered a suggestion "If
nuisance who stole
hie espy
nixed a hypocrite oien tie saw You get on the utile, side.
anef
chair every time he got up and
one, ann, brother, nert was me ••• 00th
QM OUt .
5
•1710, one 01
scattered his damn eat rutin% all
"Why you tittle so-and-so.
us
can
gear rum "
over everything. But Dad enZeke muttered under o
breath
Lege took oft nue coat am. unfoVeri the hokeel-up nmity. He
"Just you try' that again"
bolstered
ma gun. placing I,
would have been an grieved an
trigrld returned unexpectedly, carefully on the Ded
He sit.
the rest nt them fr anything
bearing a Mari of carmen nit Prerim'o
LP overwhelming urge
happened to DC.
loon. She said MIMS "1 heard tO use it. He
ot down 7n itAu Ingrid talked, holding the you
swearing 1 didn't think an minas and knees with all of the
eat half In her lap. Zeke ap- FBI
agent-"
caution and pniaence a man
proached DC. warily. n.c eyed
"I was not swearing I was Should show .vhen setting
forth
rum sumpiciously as Zeke falaced using
some perfectly good king's on a tiger nunt
a sheet of specimen paper un• Ifingium
to work off - few reThe thought •R•0 swiftly an
der a paw, then ran a finger presal
ts."
and out that U he Should be
in between the pads And pushed
Injurea. say with a stash across
you like eater
out dirt Outraged, Dr
yanked
the tare, ire would'flna it ditto
"1 love them " He sneezed
the paw bark. He Knew
ne
cult to captain !Swett, now it
should nnve warthed rile prove again "Honest to goadneas. I
happened w the menu' the Flu•
last night nut he was so pooped Roe them." Allah forgive me he
reau W01.1161 require. Asia from
thought:
and
.1
Pidgin
Hoover
when he gor•in.
4 C.'S expression
it was.evi•
"I don't think 11 yod re • dog
Ingrid continued ribbing hia
dent that DC. thtended nil' - vicar
man
Patti
will like you She i man for lire
'Ara and that
mollified
ohm
some. hut he had made up Ms can't stand dog men We ye got
la C asked to quarter. and
mind definitely. He did not like a neighbor across. the street- had no intention of giving
any
he's
awfull
y
metebut Patti He was an
Dila 'Jerk, and the sounea he got
the name position
can't stand him because he ha).
lost the better.
that a cl an wow., inc with two
•
a dachshund, and nie dachshund
elephants Closing in.
"What're you doing that for?" comes
over all the time to bury
The tact that he was small
Ingrid asked.
bones in our garden and Patti
had never occurred to Ion, nor
"I'm going to rend [hie 'meet. who never gets
mad nb,ut any- that
he was outweighed mans
men' -- he inditaten tile dirt- - thing, says she's
going to call timeS over.
And while he was
' to the lab where they will run , the police."
angry to the point at nattier
It through what we call a specwith Zeke, he was furious and
trographic examination That'.
was rirnial of the •tent- hurt that
Ingrid would give aid
a process that works on the •
cg v tic worked out for
(6k-land comfort to Us" enemy.
principle that every substance- Ins D.C.'s
picture, it proved, he (To
Bo Continued T

' SERVICE) JI1

bY Charlea M.

ItI'

REFRIGERATION AalL Appliance
service Domestic and commercial,
18 years experience. Retains FrigiService Authorization C. Is,
Burton. 53-1356
aprtlec

daire

YOUR
FLIGHT TO
THE UnITED

_

STATES IS

HELP WANTED

ALL SET,
taAalit
FLAG%.

WOOL FINLattEEl. Experience not
retain-ed. Bootie's Laundry & CleanM190
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H, OH --HERE COMES
THAT MEAN

•

DOG

ABBIE AN' SLA1.-

hr

WE AIMS FOR.
THE GRAND

WHEN YOU FIGURE WE'LL
HIT THE YUCATAN CHANNEL,
GIARUE

CAvMAN ISLANDS
IN &WISH WEST
INDIES

Rayburn

Van Buren

THEN WE HEADS FOR
THE SERRANO L IA
REEF THAT 230
MILES TO THE
SOUTH WEST-

by -Al Capp
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GOOD

MAN"

PARK AVEN00?

THEN ,THIS 15 FOR YOU5E.
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Fr
B,UT, READ !TON VIER OVA1
T1MIEII "IA GOT DE5E T'REE
ExEcuT,IVE L.UNCHE.5 TO
SOIVE.P.r

PSSr.r-- HE IS
COMING"!
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Sr buls

RELAX,Noss FizoLova . WE'VE SEVERAL
HOURS YET... BUT YOU VE A LIFETIME
AHEAD IN THE UNITED STATES.

• • •
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,

DAN FLAGG

MUST HAVE CAR. WILL BE PAID
salarr Plus our allowance. See Charles
8:30 am. at 103 N. 4th Bt.,
Murray, Ey.
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Profit
Little
His B

By JOAN O'SULLIVAN
ONE OF THE nicest pre,ents you can give any
Mother is a camera. It records
those happy moments that
come Just once in a lifetime,
for Time goes quickly and babies turn into teenagers practically overnight it seems.
But if You picture the kids
Often, the family album can
be a real treasure, one that
reminds you in a vivid, visual
way of the days when they
were young - and you were,
too!
Easter Seeses
Easter, with its wealth eit
Subject matter frcrn bonnets
to bunnies, is a perfect plc-ture-taking occasion. So load
that camera and get ready to
shoot s..enes that alio& Wag
family enjoying a happy
Easter holiday.
Don't tell the children to
'look at the birdie" or your-;
snapshots stll have a static,
posed quality.
You do the looking and,
when the kits are engrossed
in a project, take an unposed
picture that shows them being
happily themselves,
Supply The Preps
'You can set up pictures to
some degree by supplying the
kids with props that will intrigue them,
Give your little girl an
Easter basket, fur example,
then aim the camera in her
direction while she investgates its contents.
Keep your camera handy
for the big moment when she's
trying on her bonnet or for

SI

TIMES

mosRAT, KENTUCKY

C

IS

4

Hazel Highway

Murray,

Ky.

DOUBLE STA

DU Be Given on Thursday from 6 to 8 p.m.
YOU ALWAYS SAVE MORE WHEN YOU SHOP
AT LIBERTY
WE ARE OPEN EVERY NIGHT 'TIL
9 P.M.

ExtigossF:o
ITII the candy-filled baskets that the F:aster bunny brought them, these
cute sistets make the perfect target fur a proud papa who's armed with a loaded camera.

SUGAR

the second when she toddlei
over to Mom a Easter plant to
sniff its bliacaiins.
Don't just wait for a holiday
to snap the children. Picture
them at least once a month.
recording each new step as
they grow up and disaover
the wonderful World around
them_

G
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LB
0

Bag

OLE PLANTATION

lw-GRAbe

89'

Biscuits 6 cans 49c
CHEESE lib.box 59c
Peaches 4cans $1.
raby Food 3 cans 25c
CORN
_
POW:& 11!.ANS__ 2.::
TUNA 3 cans $1.

' NOSS GEORGIA - Nr 2! Can

GEBBLI: or

F 44 A xxvi

iii

-

$ -Oz. Cans

(•

_F

303 Can 10e

•

'NR STYLE

"ati f 311

HE ("ANDID cANIF:ItA catches
a delightful picture of
Iwo beauties, both happily busy trying
on Easter bonnets.

STEAK

A CHILD watching an animal is always a likely
subject
for a picture, so keep the camera handy, ready to
use.
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DISCOVER A WORLD OF
IDEAS, NEM AND VIEWS
RIGHT From Your EASY CHAIR
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Sprf.-'
- 5-
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(Center1,.

lir G17.ZARDS

4\ a%

FRUIT PIES

3 for '1.00

3-lb.

59'
19'

_ 39' OLEO

lb. 15'

Futgers Ins;ant - 10-or. jar
_ '1.59 COFFEE

1.49

Fresh Crisp - reit° bag
- - - bunch 8* CARROTS

GREEN ONIONS

10'

Intiniallenrinitriturremmtrirmant
LIBERTY

COUPON

LIBERTY

GREEN STAMPS

50 S&H
50
With This Coupon and the Purchase of
2-LBS. FAMOUS
SLICED BACON
Vcid After March 24, 1984

suasummunnuamosuakinik r • Aua wawa

_LIIIERTY COUPON

LIBERTY

E0 S&H GREEN STAMPS 50
with is. It- rure'lase of
3 LB.S. GROUND BEEF
tter March 24. 1964 -

50

ANY

-

vo

SMOKFD PICNIC
Per March /4. 1964.,

LIBERTY
(111n,CTIAIt'IC
50

50
of

rOK rA PR giinitAr4amktkilA WM/A

COUPON

S&H GREEN STAMPS
With This Counnix And

COUPI, N

50 .9.411 GREEN STAMPS
With This i'ornort and 'he
..'1•0:e

lithAM
LIBERTY

SUGAR

COUPON

10

89

-Lb. Rag
With This Coupon and $5.00 Additional Purchase
(Cigarettes and 1 oleacco Excluded)
Void After March 24, 1964

'5.00 PURCHASE
(Cign-ettes ad Tohacco Exclude
d)
Void After March 24, 1964
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coupoN

50 S&H GREEN STAMPS 50
With 1 his Cotionn and the Purchase of
ANY 2 PKGS.
MRS. WEAVER'S SALAD
Price
Void After March 24, 193s

lb. 49'

/

-ND

Can

Yellow Solid

Golds n ('r est - 21-lb. bag
FLOUR

Enjoy The Pleasure of Reading
The LEDGER & TIMES

SNOWDRIFT

3 for '1.00 PUREX

ICE MILK

•

BANANAS lb.10c
liquid Bleach - quart hutC4.

Eiberts - half gallon

I ancl
,sla
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, 1iers Pro,,ure I •17'1
1
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f1011 0 1 's Ill! F

lb. AMC

Fresh

Ua

lb. 49'
lb. 45'
lb. 39'
lb. 29'
lb. 19'
lb. 89c
lb. 39'

6- Gs. pkg.

"2-cw ‘itle

i;f1Fetli.-;S IN V.TfL AND LYNN ii3OVE
GIVE PTILICAT!ON DAY SERVICE

'Sc

1 b.29

F esh

Pork ChoPS

99.17F.P. 10,111
ALL OYER !IIIRRAY

•

12-or pkg.

RItie Comet

CREAM PIES

STATE

11 a•
a.
,
•

Faihion I irge

FIRST CUT

ACAVItieS

clip out .a.ntl

,

ibs 99c

lb.

Armour Skut:ria

Blue Star - 14-07. size

NAME.

-r•

69c BACON
FRANKS--39c 80LOCNA
MEAT PIES
F°,590 CHIC7.EN thREAST
THIGHS
LEGS
POP,K STEAK
49'WING
S
PORK CUTLETS ----lb 59( I: ACK & NECKS
LIVERS
TENDERLOIN

,

22
•

69'.

&ick Sliced

NECK BONES

x• • •

A.

Please enter ins sub, •intion t the 11.E0GE
R AND
:IMES to- one r.11 • ear for whi-h I
enclose
04 SP t!,
Ja• and atijuining counties
!ti "1)
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Pork

LB.

Fresh

rial!•.•Deilsers S. bccrir•fin In Hire! ' on Grcre or
Murray Just Phone 753-191::
Puss this o-riortor.itv or, to a fric!-r1 Ji
use this 'sand -- order form.

U.S. Choice
ROUND

at4suaxiial42414441/2441
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